
               

LAURASTAR DESTROYS CORONAVIRUS
Châtel-Saint-Denis (Switzerland), 4.07.2020 - The results of tests carried out by an independent 
laboratory have proved that the Laurastar DMS steam destroys all coronaviruses. Since all products 
made by the Swiss brand are equipped with this superheated disinfecting steam, Laurastar is 
therefore the only supplier of a purifying steam certified against the current health risk.

DMS hygienic steam kills viruses on textiles and objects
Right at the very beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, as the world leader in high-quality ironing systems 
Laurastar ordered highly specialized tests with an independent laboratory. The results confirm that its 
exclusive steam, the Dry Microfine Steam DMS, kills 99.9% of viruses and most particularly the 
coronavirus. No contact with the soleplate of the iron is necessary for this to happen. The technology 
also eliminates 99.9% of bacteria and fungi and 100% of mites. It therefore becomes a major asset for 
retail customers and professionals alike to naturally disinfect materials and surfaces, without having to 
use a single chemical substance. 

Purify your home for a safe environment
After machine washing on a short programme or at a low temperature, following extended exposure in 
an at-risk environment, viruses, bacteria and mites can survive for several days in textiles or on 
objects. Powerful, fast, expansive and dry, DMS destroys these pathogenic microorganisms buried 
deep within clothes and soft toys but also in cushions, bedspreads and curtains. And, even more 
powerfully, it also hygienizes everyday objects: toys, motorcycle helmets, door handles, glasses, etc.

This is how all Laurastar ironing systems and steam generators as well as the steam purifier IGGI, 
become key allies as much for ironing and smoothing textiles as for disinfecting the home.

Sanitise clothes in stores, sofas in hotel lobbies, soft toys in daycare centres
Laurastar provides a safe solution for professionals thanks to their devices, whose design for ease of 
use makes them light and portable, thereby allowing a horizontal as well as vertical steaming.

Strict hygiene measures are in force, requiring shops to thoroughly disinfect clothes racks as well as 
the clothes themselves after fittings, requiring restaurants, hotels, beauty salons, health centres, 
schools, daycare centres – to name just a few - to disinfect objects that come into contact with their 
visitors: everyone is impacted by the hygiene requirements and they can all now rely on DMS 
Laurastar steam to comply with them.

The steam specialist 
With 40 years of expertise, Laurastar professional ironing systems have won their spurs with a range 
of reliable, innovative and ambitious products developed in Switzerland and adapted to the needs of 
each user. 
The principle of this DMS steam is based on the transformation of a single drop of water by 
overheating it; its volume is multiplied by 1600. The steam is diffused at a speed 15 times higher than 
that of a standard iron. Thus, penetrating the fabric evenly, with remarkable ease and energy: the linen 
is purified, each strand of fibre is plumped and the ironing effect lasts longer.
Respectful and efficient, the DMS preserves and sanitises materials at the same time.

About the LAURASTAR Group 
The Laurastar Group is the world leader in professional ironing systems for private users, with more 
than 3 million products sold in more than 40 countries around the world. The Laurastar Group’s 
headquarters are in Switzerland and employs approximately 250 employees with subsidiaries in 
Germany, France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Hungary. In 2020, it will celebrate 40 years of 
innovation and care, serving only the highest standards of quality for textiles. In Switzerland, nearly a 
quarter of the households are equipped with a Laurastar. 
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